
“Pick him up!” 
 
“We cou…” 
 
“NOW!” 
 
. 
 
“there! Is he breathing?” 
 
“Barely” 
 
“Start with the neck” 
 
“His hands?” 
 
“Leave them for now” 
 
. 
 
“check his legs” 
 
“Fuck, fuck ok ok do we have sutures?” 
 
“Burn it!” 
 
“This isn’t going to work! He’…” 
 
. 
 
. 
 
-Man thank god, all that yelling was getting a little obnoxious- 
 
. 
 
-Jesus, did the working class finally take torch and flame to the man?- 
 
. 
 
-I must admit though, it’s so beautiful seeing the people so happy. So wholesome!- 
 
I know, it’s like a celebration! All of us uniting under a banner of stars lighting up the night – sending 
out an invitation to the moon! The sun’s well set and the afternoon haze has long since settled into a 
soft pillow of warm smoke – poof! Just like Christmas in July, we’d weave and dodge through the 
crowd forming two-ish lines on the open highway, we’d buy some local finger food and shout the 
nicknames of long since seen childhood friends. Sometimes it’d get awkward trying to dodge the ex, 
inevitably failing and playing charades about success since lost love right to her beautiful smiling 
face.  
 
-And then we’d go back to shouting at old friends and pretend to be the worlds center!- 



 
And they would always hype you up because they were doing the exact same thing! Oh man, and 
stepping aside for the floats! I mean, they were always lame as shit but its good to see the little ones 
getting involved, ya know? Then there was always that one uncle - always an uncle uncomfortably 
drunk and stumbling around with soapy glee. 
 
Kind of like that dude down there! HAHA! Look at him!  
 
-I think his leg is broken- 
 
Naaa look at him walking it off! Looks like he’s off to pat old mate on the back! 
 
-Felt, he just stabbed that man fifteen times in the neck- 
 
No way! He looks. He looks way to happy to be 
 
-Felt- 
 
You can hear the brittle grinding of bone on bone from sight alone as the man continues on towards 
the children hiding behind Roys rental, at first it seemed strange that they didn’t immediately 
retreat. The dwarf-mans hand is out stretched and his head tilts as he offers a gentle usher - to 
which the young lad gingerly accepts. Roy Immediately snaps his sons neck. Realizing the charade is 
no more he lunges forward and is failed by his right leg which almost completely separates on 
impact. The young lass runs full pace, disregarding the pieces of body previously belonging to her 
step mother she leaps over a torso into the lit building. Minutes later she’s dragging out her sister - 
wheelchair bound and screaming with glee, horrifically burned and far beyond sense. The young lass 
can barely see - a face of snot and sweat. wiping her face with the main of her forearm - she 
desperately tries to hitch the wheelchair over her stepmothers torso and succeeds only partially. 
Dragging innards forward the two trip at the entrance stairs. The young lass with haste collects 
herself assembles her twin into the seat and halts. To the ground she sinks. Roy still crawling in from 
the car, posing immediate threat, the young lass doesn’t seem to care. Her sister is silent. Everyone 
is dead. 
 
The young lass is collected and taken across the street, her eyes shielded from the fallen now 
painting the roads surface. There is an elderly woman talking casually as if singing a child to sleep – 
reassuring, scaring away the monsters in the closet. her husband doesn’t respond and instead rests 
limp in her lap. In the distance is noise, white noise – screams; lit up against Roys house now 
completely ablaze. Many medals hang from the entrance hall, the young lass passes many Australian 
flags and taken back into the small of the house. She is placed onto the floor and treated by a young 
lady. She sees another woman, pressing down hard on my chest, with rhythm. I feel quite tired. 
Perhaps Ill write some more tomorrow. 
 
Perhaps I won’t.  
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Well oiled peaks on the thin sheets soak in Felt’s arms, his legs feel malleable and the air tastes 
flammable. The world bends around his movements. 
 
acidic paint oceans. 
 



A very many points, contact, his skin rewarding him with too much information. 
 
He moves, exploring the sensation - rubbing himself against the bedding, breathing. 
 
Felt crawls from the sheets and wades around the house, Freezing mid-step he rotates his neck at a 
curious stop motion now playing against the deep red curtains. Charcoal scratches out two figures, 
they seem to be in discussion. Now as an audience Felt seats himself politely and affords the scene a 
childish awe. 
 
Ash manifests a table before the charcoal humans, one of them sits, the other focused ahead arms 
crossed. Reasoning with the air they both become animated, briefly, the one standing turns to exit 
and all explodes. The ash swirls and reforms into a small figure staring at many tombstones, to this 
Felt hears applause from his left – a bloodied mop and freshly severed limbs clap and sway with 
glee. Beyond it she sits, its been a while since she’s bothered Felt - a little further rotted she also 
begins to applaud and sway. Felt ignores the wet slapping and the trio enjoy their noir.  
 


